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The Untold History of Ramen - George Solt
2014-02-22
A rich, salty, and steaming bowl of noodle soup,
ramen Offers an account of geopolitics and
industrialization in Japan. It traces the meteoric
rise of ramen from humble fuel for the working
poor to international icon of Japanese culture.
Ramen Obsession - Naomi Imatome-Yun
2019-10-29
"A master class in the art of ramen, this
comprehensive book provides a fascinating
overview of the global history and culture of the
dish, from its early start to modern-day
interpretations. Ramen Obsession will also teach
you how to make a wide array of ramen broths,
salty tare sauces, aromatic oils, authentic
noodles, and vibrantly assorted toppings--all
from scratch"-The Untold History of Ramen - George Solt
2014-02-22
A rich, salty, and steaming bowl of noodle soup,
ramen Offers an account of geopolitics and
industrialization in Japan. It traces the meteoric
rise of ramen from humble fuel for the working
poor to international icon of Japanese culture.
Dubious Gastronomy - Robert Ji-Song Ku
2013-12-31
California roll, Chinese take-out, American-made
kimchi, dogmeat, monosodium glutamate,
SPAM—all are examples of what Robert Ji-Song
Ku calls “dubious” foods. Strongly associated

with Asian and Asian American gastronomy, they
are commonly understood as ersatz, depraved,
or simply bad. In Dubious Gastronomy, Ku
contends that these foods share a spiritual
fellowship with Asians in the United States in
that the Asian presence, be it culinary or
corporeal, is often considered watered-down,
counterfeit, or debased manifestations of the
“real thing.” The American expression of
Asianness is defined as doubly inauthentic—as
insufficiently Asian and unreliably American
when measured against a largely ideological if
not entirely political standard of authentic Asia
and America. By exploring the other side of what
is prescriptively understood as proper Asian
gastronomy, Ku suggests that Asian cultural
expressions occurring in places such as Los
Angeles, Honolulu, New York City, and even
Baton Rouge are no less critical to
understanding the meaning of Asian food—and,
by extension, Asian people—than culinary
expressions that took place in Tokyo, Seoul, and
Shanghai centuries ago. In critically considering
the impure and hybridized with serious and
often whimsical intent, Dubious Gastronomy
argues that while the notion of cultural
authenticity is troubled, troubling, and
troublesome, the apocryphal is not necessarily a
bad thing: The dubious can be and is often quite
delicious. Dubious Gastronomy overlaps a
number of disciplines, including American and
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Asian American studies, Asian diasporic studies,
literary and cultural studies, and the burgeoning
field of food studies. More importantly, however,
the book fulfills the critical task of amalgamating
these areas and putting them in conversation
with one another. Written in an engaging and
fluid style, it promises to appeal a wide audience
of readers who seriously enjoys eating—and
reading and thinking about—food.
The Fall of Language in the Age of English Minae Mizumura 2015-01-06
Winner of the Kobayashi Hideo Award, The Fall
of Language in the Age of English lays bare the
struggle to retain the brilliance of one's own
language in this period of English-language
dominance. Born in Tokyo but raised and
educated in the United States, Minae Mizumura
acknowledges the value of a universal language
in the pursuit of knowledge yet also embraces
the different ways of understanding offered by
multiple tongues. She warns against losing this
precious diversity. Universal languages have
always played a pivotal role in advancing human
societies, Mizumura shows, but in the globalized
world of the Internet, English is fast becoming
the sole common language of humanity. The
process is unstoppable, and striving for total
language equality is delusional—and yet,
particular kinds of knowledge can be gained only
through writings in specific languages.
Mizumura calls these writings "texts" and their
ultimate form "literature." Only through
literature and, more fundamentally, through the
diverse languages that give birth to a variety of
literatures, can we nurture and enrich humanity.
Incorporating her own experiences as a writer
and a lover of language and embedding a
parallel history of Japanese, Mizumura offers an
intimate look at the phenomena of individual and
national expression.
Secret Formula - Frederick Allen 2015-10-27
A "highly entertaining history [of] global
hustling, cola wars and the marketing savvy that
carved a niche for Coke in the American social
psyche” (Publishers Weekly). Secret Formula
follows the colorful characters who turned a
relic from the patent medicine era into a
company worth $80 billion. Award-winning
reporter Frederick Allen’s engaging account
begins with Asa Candler, a nineteenth-century
pharmacist in Atlanta who secured the rights to

the original Coca-Cola formula and then
struggled to get the cocaine out of the recipe.
After many tweaks, he finally succeeded in
turning a backroom belly-wash into a thriving
enterprise. In 1919, an aggressive banker named
Ernest Woodruff leveraged a high-risk buyout of
the Candlers and installed his son at the helm of
the company. Robert Woodruff spent the next six
decades guiding Coca-Cola with a single-minded
determination that turned the soft drink into a
part of the landscape and social fabric of
America. Written with unprecedented access to
Coca-Cola’s archives, as well as the inner circle
and private papers of Woodruff, Allen’s
captivating business biography stands as the
definitive account of what it took to build
America’s most iconic company and one of the
world’s greatest business success stories.
Japanese Soul Cooking - Tadashi Ono 2013-11-05
A collection of more than 100 recipes that
introduces Japanese comfort food to American
home cooks, exploring new ingredients,
techniques, and the surprising origins of popular
dishes like gyoza and tempura. Move over, sushi.
It’s time for gyoza, curry, tonkatsu, and furai.
These icons of Japanese comfort food cooking
are the hearty, flavor-packed, craveable dishes
you’ll find in every kitchen and street corner
hole-in-the-wall restaurant in Japan. In Japanese
Soul Cooking, Tadashi Ono and Harris Salat
introduce you to this irresistible, homey style of
cooking. As you explore the range of exciting,
satisfying fare, you may recognize some familiar
favorites, including ramen, soba, udon, and
tempura. Other, lesser known Japanese classics,
such as wafu pasta (spaghetti with bold, fragrant
toppings like miso meat sauce), tatsuta-age
(fried chicken marinated in garlic, ginger, and
other Japanese seasonings), and savory omelets
with crabmeat and shiitake mushrooms will
instantly become standards in your kitchen as
well. With foolproof instructions and step-bystep photographs, you’ll soon be knocking out
chahan fried rice, mentaiko spaghetti, saikoro
steak, and more for friends and family. Ono and
Salat’s fascinating exploration of the surprising
origins and global influences behind popular
dishes is accompanied by rich location
photography that captures the energy and
essence of this food in everyday life, bringing
beloved Japanese comfort food to Western home
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cooks for the first time.
Partition Voices - Kavita Puri 2019-07-11
'Puri does profound and elegant work bringing
forgotten narratives back to life. It's hard to
convey just how important this book is' Sathnam
Sanghera 'The most humane account of partition
I've read ... We need a candid conversation
about our past and this is an essential starting
point' Nikesh Shukla, Observer 'Opens a
fascinating and necessary conversation about
contemporary Britain and its people' Times
Literary Supplement ________________________ The
division of the Indian subcontinent in 1947 into
India and Pakistan saw millions uprooted and
resulted in unspeakable violence. It happened
far away, but it would shape modern Britain.
Dotted across homes in Britain are people who
were witnesses to one of the most tumultuous
events of the twentieth century. But their
memory of partition has been shrouded in
silence. In her eye-opening and timely work,
Kavita Puri uncovers remarkable testimonies
from former subjects of the Raj who are now
British citizens – including her own father.
Weaving a tapestry of human experience over
seven decades, Puri reveals a secret history of
ruptured families and friendships, extraordinary
journeys and daring rescue missions that
reverberates with compassion and loss. It is a
work that breaks the silence and confronts the
difficult truths at the heart of Britain's shared
past with South Asia. In this revised edition,
publishing on the seventy-fifth anniversary of
partition, Kavita Puri conducts a vital
reappraisal of empire, revisits the stories of
those collected in the 2017 edition, and reflects
on recent developments from the past five years.
Melville - Andrew Delbanco 2013-02-20
If Dickens was nineteenth-century London
personified, Herman Melville was the
quintessential American. With a historian’s
perspective and a critic’s insight, award-winning
author Andrew Delbanco marvelously
demonstrates that Melville was very much a man
of his era and that he recorded — in his books,
letters, and marginalia; and in conversations
with friends like Nathaniel Hawthorne and with
his literary cronies in Manhattan — an
incomparable chapter of American history. From
the bawdy storytelling of Typee to the spiritual
preoccupations building up to and beyond Moby

Dick, Delbanco brilliantly illuminates Melville’s
life and work, and his crucial role as a man of
American letters.
The Upstarts - Brad Stone 2017-01-31
ONE OF AMAZON'S BEST BOOKS OF 2017 A
look deep inside the new Silicon Valley, from the
New York Times bestselling author of The
Everything Store Ten years ago, the idea of
getting into a stranger's car, or a walking into a
stranger's home, would have seemed bizarre and
dangerous, but today it's as common as ordering
a book online. Uber and Airbnb have ushered in
a new era: redefining neighborhoods,
challenging the way governments regulate
business, and changing the way we travel. In the
spirit of iconic Silicon Valley renegades like
Steve Jobs and Bill Gates, another generation of
entrepreneurs is using technology to upend
convention and disrupt entire industries. These
are the upstarts, idiosyncratic founders with
limitless drive and an abundance of selfconfidence. Led by such visionaries as Travis
Kalanick of Uber and Brian Chesky of Airbnb,
they are rewriting the rules of business and
often sidestepping serious ethical and legal
obstacles in the process. The Upstarts is the
definitive story of two new titans of business and
a dawning age of tenacity, conflict and wealth.
In Brad Stone's riveting account of the most
radical companies of the new Silicon Valley, we
discover how it all happened and what it took to
change the world.
Engineering Money - Richard Hill 2011-02-14
There are many text books about engineering
design and some include project evaluation
techniques. There are text books on accounting
methods and yet others on business
management. This book does not aim to replace
these specialized texts but brings together the
elements of these subjects that young engineers
working in industry – particularly the
construction industry and its customers – need
to understand. Most engineers learn about
money the hard way: by experience in the
workplace. The authors having done this
themselves recognized the gap in engineers’
education and set out to bridge it. This book is
based on a 1996 course George Solt pioneered
for final-year engineering undergraduates. The
book is written in an approachable style and
gives young engineers as well as mature
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engineers an insight into the way engineering
businesses run, the importance of capital and
the problems of cash flow.
Magic Ramen - Andrea Wang 2019-03-05
Inspiration struck when Momofuku Ando spotted
the long lines for a simple bowl of ramen
following World War II. Magic Ramen tells the
true story behind the creation of one of the
world's most popular foods. Every day,
Momofuku Ando would retire to his lab--a little
shed in his backyard. For years, he'd dreamed
about making a new kind of ramen noodle soup
that was quick, convenient, and tasty for the
hungry people he'd seen in line for a bowl on the
black market following World War II. Peace
follows from a full stomach, he believed. Day
after day, Ando experimented. Night after night,
he failed. But Ando kept experimenting. With
persistence, creativity, and a little inspiration,
Ando succeeded. This is the true story behind
one of the world's most popular foods.
200 Best Panini Recipes - Tiffany Collins 2008
Explains how to make a panini, a type of Italian
sandwich, using recipes with traditional and
non-traditional ingredients.
The Globalization of Asian Cuisines - James
Farrer 2015-08-18
This book provides a framework for
understanding the global flows of cuisine both
into and out of Asia and describes the
development of transnational culinary fields
connecting Asia to the broader world. Individual
chapters provide historical and ethnographic
accounts of the people, places, and activities
involved in Asia's culinary globalization.
Eight Flavors - Sarah Lohman 2016
This unique culinary history of America offers a
fascinating look at our past and uses longforgotten recipes to explain how eight flavors
changed how we eat. Eight Flavors introduces
the explorers, merchants, botanists, farmers,
writers, and chefs whose choices came to define
the American palate. Lohman takes you on a
journey through the past to tell us something
about our present, and our future. We meet John
Crowninshield a New England merchant who
traveled to Sumatra in the 1790s in search of
black pepper. And Edmond Albius, a twelve-yearold slave who lived on an island off the coast of
Madagascar, who discovered the technique still
used to pollinate vanilla orchids today. Weaving

together original research, historical recipes,
gorgeous illustrations and Lohman's own
adventures both in the kitchen and in the field,
Eight Flavors is a delicious treat--ready to be
devoured.--Adapted from book jacket.
Asian Noodle Manufacturing - Gary G. Hou
2020-09-03
Asian Noodle Manufacturing: Ingredients,
Technology, and Quality is a comprehensive
handbook for the manufacture of noodles that
includes traditional styles and gluten free and
whole grain varieties. The book is split into three
main sections, with the first detailing the
ingredients in noodles and information on how
ingredient functionality affects their processing.
The second section details the actual
manufacture and quality assurance in producing
noodle products, with the final section detailing
advances in varieties of noodles. Particular
attention is paid to gluten free and whole grain
noodles, both of which are becoming
increasingly popular around the world. Written
by an expert with over twenty years of
experience in the production and quality
assurance of noodles, the book is essential
reading for those in the food industry who are
tasked with the development of new noodle
based products. Contains coverage of ingredient
functionality in noodle processing Presents
sections on traditional noodles, along with whole
grain and gluten free varieties Presents the
latest developments in processing technology
Discusses how ingredients affect processes
Includes information on quality control
The Story of Sushi - Trevor Corson 2009-07-21
Everything you never knew about sushi—its
surprising origins, the colorful lives of its chefs,
and the bizarre behavior of the creatures that
compose it Trevor Corson takes us behind the
scenes at America's first sushi-chef training
academy, as eager novices strive to master the
elusive art of cooking without cooking. He delves
into the biology and natural history of the edible
creatures of the sea, and tells the fascinating
story of an Indo-Chinese meal reinvented in
nineteenth-century Tokyo as a cheap fast food.
He reveals the pioneers who brought sushi to
the United States and explores how this unlikely
meal is exploding into the American heartland
just as the long-term future of sushi may be
unraveling. The Story of Sushi is at once a
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compelling tale of human determination and a
delectable smorgasbord of surprising food
science, intrepid reporting, and provocative
cultural history.
Bad Bug Book - Mark Walderhaug 2014-01-14
The Bad Bug Book 2nd Edition, released in 2012,
provides current information about the major
known agents that cause foodborne illness.Each
chapter in this book is about a pathogen—a
bacterium, virus, or parasite—or a natural toxin
that can contaminate food and cause illness. The
book contains scientific and technical
information about the major pathogens that
cause these kinds of illnesses.A separate
“consumer box” in each chapter provides nontechnical information, in everyday language. The
boxes describe plainly what can make you sick
and, more important, how to prevent it.The
information provided in this handbook is
abbreviated and general in nature, and is
intended for practical use. It is not intended to
be a comprehensive scientific or clinical
reference.The Bad Bug Book is published by the
Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition
(CFSAN) of the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services.
Cuisine and Empire - Rachel Laudan
2015-04-03
Rachel Laudan tells the remarkable story of the
rise and fall of the world’s great cuisines—from
the mastery of grain cooking some twenty
thousand years ago, to the present—in this
superbly researched book. Probing beneath the
apparent confusion of dozens of cuisines to
reveal the underlying simplicity of the culinary
family tree, she shows how periodic seismic
shifts in “culinary philosophy”—beliefs about
health, the economy, politics, society and the
gods—prompted the construction of new
cuisines, a handful of which, chosen as the
cuisines of empires, came to dominate the globe.
Cuisine and Empire shows how merchants,
missionaries, and the military took cuisines over
mountains, oceans, deserts, and across political
frontiers. Laudan’s innovative narrative treats
cuisine, like language, clothing, or architecture,
as something constructed by humans. By
emphasizing how cooking turns farm products
into food and by taking the globe rather than the
nation as the stage, she challenges the agrarian,

romantic, and nationalistic myths that underlie
the contemporary food movement.
Sir Francis Walsingham - Derek Wilson
2013-07-25
During the brief reign of the Queen Mary,
Walsingham was a Protestant exile in Italy.
Returning home when Elizabeth assumed the
throne, from 1570 he became a diplomat to the
arch-pragmatist Queen. He was often troubled
by her inconsistent policy decisions and for
allowing the exile in England of Mary Queen of
Scots. His triumph came in 1587 when Mary was
at last beheaded after the cunning defeat of the
Babington plot. A powerful, if enigmatic figure,
loathed by his adversaries and deeply admired
by friends and allies, Walsingham became the
master co-ordinator of a feared pan-European
spy network. His spies underpinned his
organisation of national resistance to the
Spanish Armada, but devotion and duty to
Elizabeth was costly and Walsingham died two
years later in penury. Historian and storyteller
Derek Wilson delves deeply into the life of a
fascinating and highly influential figure,
bringing us tales of deceit, betrayal and loyalty
along the way; popular history of the highest
calibre. see www.derekwilson.com
Buttermilk Graffiti - Edward Lee 2018-04-17
“Thoughtful, well researched, and truly moving.
Shines a light on what it means to cook and eat
American food, in all its infinitely nuanced and
ever-evolving glory.” —Anthony Bourdain Named
one of Publishers Weekly’s Top 10 Food Books
for Spring 2018 American food is the story of
mash-ups. Immigrants arrive, cultures collide,
and out of the push-pull come exciting new
dishes and flavors. But for Edward Lee, who, like
Anthony Bourdain or Gabrielle Hamilton, is as
much a writer as he is a chef, that first
surprising bite is just the beginning. What about
the people behind the food? What about the
traditions, the innovations, the memories? A
natural-born storyteller, Lee decided to hit the
road and spent two years uncovering fascinating
narratives from every corner of the country.
There’s a Cambodian couple in Lowell,
Massachusetts, and their efforts to re-create the
flavors of their lost country. A Uyghur café in
New York’s Brighton Beach serves a noodle soup
that seems so very familiar and yet so very
exotic—one unexpected ingredient opens a
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window onto an entirely unique culture. A
beignet from Café du Monde in New Orleans, as
potent as Proust’s madeleine, inspires a
narrative that tunnels through time, back to the
first Creole cooks, then forward to a Korean riceflour hoedduck and a beignet dusted with
matcha. Sixteen adventures, sixteen vibrant new
chapters in the great evolving story of American
cuisine. And forty recipes, created by Lee, that
bring these new dishes into our own kitchens.
Kim Jiyoung, Born 1982: A Novel - Cho Nam-Joo
2020-04-14
A New York Times Editors Choice Selection A
global sensation, Kim Jiyoung, Born 1982 “has
become...a touchstone for a conversation around
feminism and gender” (Sarah Shin, Guardian).
One of the most notable novels of the year,
hailed by both critics and K-pop stars alike, Kim
Jiyoung, Born 1982 follows one woman’s psychic
deterioration in the face of rampant misogyny. In
a tidy apartment on the outskirts of Seoul,
millennial “everywoman” Kim Jiyoung spends
her days caring for her infant daughter. But
strange symptoms appear: Jiyoung begins to
impersonate the voices of other women, dead
and alive. As she plunges deeper into this
psychosis, her concerned husband sends her to a
psychiatrist. Jiyoung narrates her story to this
doctor—from her birth to parents who expected
a son to elementary school teachers who policed
girls’ outfits to male coworkers who installed
hidden cameras in women’s restrooms. But can
her psychiatrist cure her, or even discover what
truly ails her? “A social treatise as well as a
work of art” (Alexandra Alter, New York Times),
Kim Jiyoung, Born 1982 heralds the arrival of
international powerhouse Cho Nam-Joo.
Feeding Japan - Andreas Niehaus 2017-08-22
This edited collection explores the historical
dimensions, cultural practices, socio-economic
mechanisms and political agendas that shape the
notion of a national cuisine inside and outside of
Japan. Japanese food is often perceived as pure,
natural, healthy and timeless, and these words
not only fuel a hype surrounding Japanese food
and lifestyle worldwide, but also a domestic
retro-movement that finds health and
authenticity in ‘traditional’ ingredients, dishes
and foodways. The authors in this volume bring
together research from the fields of history,
cultural and religious studies, food studies as

well as political science and international
relations, and aim to shed light on relevant
aspects of culinary nationalism in Japan while
unearthing the underlying patterns and
processes in the construction of food identities.
The Be(k)nighted - Mark Harbinger 2021-07
MARSHALLThe most powerful occult hero on
Earth; yet, also, mentally ill-he's suffered from
very early-onset schizophrenia since he was a
small child.PALLAThe practical, irreverent CEO
of the Blue Rooks Church. But, when asked to
take Marshall under her wing as part of her job,
she discovers Marshall and the Church have a
history that is dark and complicated. In order to
save both, she is faced with moving beyond
doubt, and embracing a cosmic destiny.END
DAYThe voices of his childhood schizophrenia
had always haunted Marshall. But, the offers to
mercy-kill his family weren't from those; they
were from the other voices- the real ones-the
ones who gave him his powers. Now, the
government, his surrogate family of rogue
former superheros, and even warring demigods
all demand his help, while End Day draws
closer.Can Marshall find his own voice in time?
So You Want to Talk About Race - Ijeoma
Oluo 2019-09-24
In this New York Times bestseller, Ijeoma Oluo
offers a hard-hitting but user-friendly
examination of race in America Widespread
reporting on aspects of white supremacy -- from
police brutality to the mass incarceration of
Black Americans -- has put a media spotlight on
racism in our society. Still, it is a difficult subject
to talk about. How do you tell your roommate
her jokes are racist? Why did your sister-in-law
take umbrage when you asked to touch her hair - and how do you make it right? How do you
explain white privilege to your white, privileged
friend? In So You Want to Talk About Race,
Ijeoma Oluo guides readers of all races through
subjects ranging from intersectionality and
affirmative action to "model minorities" in an
attempt to make the seemingly impossible
possible: honest conversations about race and
racism, and how they infect almost every aspect
of American life. "Oluo gives us -- both white
people and people of color -- that language to
engage in clear, constructive, and confident
dialogue with each other about how to deal with
racial prejudices and biases." -- National Book
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Review "Generous and empathetic, yet usefully
blunt . . . it's for anyone who wants to be smarter
and more empathetic about matters of race and
engage in more productive anti-racist action." -Salon (Required Reading)
American Food Writing: An Anthology with
Classic Recipes - Molly O'Neill 2009-01-22
In this groundbreaking anthology, celebrated
food writer Molly O’Neill gathers the very best
from over 250 years of American culinary
history. This literary feast includes classic
accounts of iconic American foods: Henry David
Thoreau on the delights of watermelon; Herman
Melville, with a mouth-watering chapter on clam
chowder; H. L. Mencken on the hot dog; M. F. K.
Fisher in praise of the oyster; Ralph Ellison on
the irresistible appeal of baked yam; William
Styron on Southern fried chicken. American
writers abroad, like A. J. Liebling, Waverly Root,
and Craig Claiborne, describe the revelations
they found in foreign restaurants; travellers to
America, including the legendary French
gourmet J. A. Brillat-Savarin, discover such
native delicacies as turkey, Virginia barbecue,
and pumpkin pie. Great chefs and noted critics
discuss their culinary philosophies and offer
advice on the finer points of technique; home
cooks recount disasters and triumphs. A host of
eminent American writers, from Nathaniel
Hawthorne, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and Walt
Whitman to Thomas Wolfe, Willa Cather, and
Langston Hughes, add their distinctive
viewpoints to the mix. American Food Writing
celebrates the astonishing variety of American
foodways, with accounts from almost every
corner of the country and a host of ethnic
traditions: Dutch, Cuban, French, Italian, Jewish,
Chinese, Irish, Indian, Scandinavian, Native
American, African, English, Japanese, and
Mexican. A surprising range of subjects and
perspectives emerge, as writers address such
topics as fast food, hunger, dieting, and the
relationship between food and sex. James Villas
offers a behind-the-scenes look at gourmet
dining through a waiter’s eyes; Anthony
Bourdain recalls his days at the Culinary
Institute of America; Julia Child remembers the
humble beginnings of her much-loved television
series; Nora Ephron chronicles internecine
warfare among members of the “food
establishment”; Michael Pollan explores what

the label “organic” really means. Throughout the
anthology are more than fifty classic recipes,
selected after extensive research from
cookbooks both vintage and modern, and certain
to instruct, delight, and inspire home chefs.
Let's Make Ramen! - Hugh Amano 2019-07-16
A comic book cookbook with accessible ramen
recipes for the home cook, including simple
weeknight bowls, weekend project stocks,
homemade noodles, and an array of delicious
accompaniments, with insights and tips from
notable ramen luminaries. LONGLISTED FOR
THE ART OF EATING PRIZE • NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
CHICAGO TRIBUNE • ONE OF THE YOUNG
ADULT LIBRARY SERVICES ASSOCIATION’S
GREAT GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR TEENS Playful
and instructive, this hybrid cookbook/graphic
novel introduces the history of ramen and
provides more than 40 recipes for everything
you need to make the perfect bowl at home
including tares, broths, noodles, and toppings.
Authors Hugh Amano and Sarah Becan present
colorful, humorous, and easy-to-follow comics
that fully illustrate the necessary steps and
ingredients for delicious homemade ramen.
Along the way, they share preparation shortcuts
that make weeknight ramen a reality; provide
meaty tidbits on Japanese culinary traditions;
and feature words of wisdom, personal
anecdotes, and cultural insights from eminent
ramen figures such as chef Ivan Orkin and
Ramen Adventures' Brian MacDuckston. Recipes
include broths like Shio, Shoyu, Miso, and
Tonkotsu, components such as Onsen Eggs,
Chashu, and Menma, and offshoots like
Mazemen, Tsukemen, and Yakisoba. Ideal for
beginners, seasoned cooks, and armchair chefs
alike, this comic book cookbook is an accessible,
fun, and inviting introduction to one of Japan's
most popular and iconic dishes.
The Straits of Malacca, Indo-China and
China - John Thomson 1875
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Everything I Never Told You - Celeste Ng
2014-06-26
The acclaimed debut novel by the author of
Little Fires Everywhere and Our Missing Hearts
“A taut tale of ever deepening and quickening
suspense.” —O, the Oprah Magazine “Explosive .
. . Both a propulsive mystery and a profound
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examination of a mixed-race family.”
—Entertainment Weekly “Lydia is dead. But they
don’t know this yet.” So begins this exquisite
novel about a Chinese American family living in
1970s small-town Ohio. Lydia is the favorite
child of Marilyn and James Lee, and her parents
are determined that she will fulfill the dreams
they were unable to pursue. But when Lydia’s
body is found in the local lake, the delicate
balancing act that has been keeping the Lee
family together is destroyed, tumbling them into
chaos. A profoundly moving story of family,
secrets, and longing, Everything I Never Told
You is both a gripping page-turner and a
sensitive family portrait, uncovering the ways in
which mothers and daughters, fathers and sons,
and husbands and wives struggle, all their lives,
to understand one another.
The Untold History of Ramen - George Solt
2014-02-22
A rich, salty, and steaming bowl of noodle soup,
ramen has become an international symbol of
the cultural prowess of Japanese cuisine. In this
highly original account of geopolitics and
industrialization in Japan, George Solt traces the
meteoric rise of ramen from humble fuel for the
working poor to international icon of Japanese
culture. Ramen’s popularity can be attributed to
political and economic change on a global scale.
Using declassified U.S. government documents
and an array of Japanese sources, Solt reveals
how the creation of a black market for American
wheat imports during the U.S. occupation of
Japan (1945–1952), the reindustrialization of
Japan’s labor force during the Cold War, and the
elevation of working-class foods in redefining
national identity during the past two decades of
economic stagnation (1990s–2000s), all
contributed to the establishment of ramen as a
national dish. This book is essential reading for
scholars, students of Japanese history and food
studies, and anyone interested in gaining
greater perspective on how international policy
can influence everyday foods around the world.
Esperanza Rising (Scholastic Gold) - Pam
Muñoz Ryan 2012-10-01
Esperanza Rising joins the Scholastic Gold line,
which features award-winning and beloved
novels. Includes exclusive bonus content!
Esperanza thought she'd always live a privileged
life on her family's ranch in Mexico. She'd

always have fancy dresses, a beautiful home
filled with servants, and Mama, Papa, and
Abuelita to care for her. But a sudden tragedy
forces Esperanza and Mama to flee to California
and settle in a Mexican farm labor camp.
Esperanza isn't ready for the hard work,
financial struggles brought on by the Great
Depression, or lack of acceptance she now faces.
When Mama gets sick and a strike for better
working conditions threatens to uproot their
new life, Esperanza must find a way to rise
above her difficult circumstances-because
Mama's life, and her own, depend on it.
Ivan Ramen - Ivan Orkin 2013-10-29
The end-all-be-all guide to ramen as told by the
iconoclastic New Yorker whose unlikely life story
led him to open Tokyo’s top ramen
shop—featuring 44 recipes! “What Ivan Orkin
does not know about noodles is not worth
knowing.”—Anthony Bourdain While scores of
people line up outside American ramen
powerhouses like Momofuku Noodle Bar, chefs
and food writers in the know revere Ivan Orkin's
traditional Japanese take on ramen. Ivan Ramen
chronicles Orkin's journey from dyed-in-the-wool
New Yorker to the chef and owner of one of
Japan's most-loved ramen restaurants, Ivan
Ramen. His passion for ramen is contagious, his
story fascinating, and his recipes to-die-for,
including the complete, detailed recipe for his
signature Shio Ramen, master recipes for the
fundamental types of ramen, and some of his
most popular ramen variations. Likely the only
chef in the world with the knowledge and access
to convey such a candid look at Japanese cuisine
to a Western audience, Orkin is perfectly
positioned to author what will be the ultimate
English-language overview on ramen and all of
its components. Ivan Ramen will inspire you to
forge your own path, give you insight into
Japanese culture, and leave you with a deep
appreciation for what goes into a seemingly
simple bowl of noodles.
Slurp! A Social and Culinary History of Ramen Japan's Favorite Noodle Soup - Barak Kushner
2012-09-03
Based on research in Chinese and Japanese, as
well as interviews with comedians, food service
professionals, entertainment managers, storeowners, customers, and scholars of food history,
Kushner explores the history of ramen and
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Japan's noodle culture over the last 1,000 years.
After the Ivory Tower Falls - Will Bunch
2022-08-02
From Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Will
Bunch, the epic untold story of college—the
great political and cultural fault line of American
life "This book is simply terrific." —Heather Cox
Richardson, publisher of the "Letters from an
American" Substack "Ambitious and engrossing."
—New York Times Book Review "A must-read."
—Nancy MacLean, author of Democracy in
Chains Today there are two Americas, separate
and unequal, one educated and one not. And
these two tribes—the resentful “non-college”
crowd and their diploma-bearing yet
increasingly disillusioned adversaries—seem on
the brink of a civil war. The strongest
determinant of whether a voter was likely to
support Donald Trump in 2016 was whether or
not they attended college, and the degree of
loathing they reported feeling toward the socalled “knowledge economy of clustered,
educated elites. Somewhere in the winding last
half-century of the United States, the quest for a
college diploma devolved from being proof of
America’s commitment to learning, science, and
social mobility into a kind of Hunger Games
contest to the death. That quest has infuriated
both the millions who got shut out and millions
who got into deep debt to stay afloat. In After
the Ivory Tower Falls, award-winning journalist
Will Bunch embarks on a deeply reported
journey to the heart of the American Dream.
That journey begins in Gambier, Ohio, home to
affluent, liberal Kenyon College, a tiny speck of
Democratic blue amidst the vast red swath of
white, post-industrial, rural midwestern
America. To understand “the college question,”
there is no better entry point than Gambier,
where a world-class institution caters to elite
students amidst a sea of economic despair. From
there, Bunch traces the history of college in the
U.S., from the landmark GI Bill through the
culture wars of the 60’s and 70’s, which found
their start on college campuses. We see how
resentment of college-educated elites morphed
into a rejection of knowledge itself—and how the
explosion in student loan debt fueled major
social movements like Occupy Wall Street.
Bunch then takes a question we need to ask all
over again—what, and who, is college even

for?—and pushes it into the 21st century by
proposing a new model that works for all
Americans. The sum total is a stunning work of
journalism, one that lays bare the root of our
political, cultural, and economic division—and
charts a path forward for America.
Ramen Otaku - Sarah Gavigan 2018-11-13
A guide to ramen for the home cook, from the
chef behind the beloved shop Otaku Ramen.
Sarah Gavigan is otaku. Loosely translated, she's
a ramen geek. During her twenty years working
in film production and as a music executive in
L.A., Gavigan ate her way through the local
ramen spots, but upon moving back to her native
Nashville, she found she missed the steaming
bowls of ramen she used to devour. So she
dedicated herself to mastering the oft-secretive
but always delicious art of ramen-making and
opened her own shop within a few years. An
Italian American born and raised in the South,
Gavigan is an unlikely otaku. While her
knowledge of ramen is rooted in tradition, her
methods and philosophies are modern. Though
ramen is often shrouded in mystery, Gavigan's
40+ recipes are accessible to the home cook
who wants to learn about the cuisine but would
sometimes rather make a quick stock in a
pressure cooker than labor over a vat of liquid
for twenty-four hours. Ramen Otaku strips the
mystique from ramen while embracing its
history, magic, and rightful place in the
American home kitchen.
Multispecies Cities - D. K. Mok 2021-04-13
Cities are alive, shared by humans and animals,
insects and plants, landforms and machines.
What might city ecosystems look like in the
future if we strive for multispecies justice in our
urban settings? In these more-than-human
stories, twenty-four authors investigate
humanity's relationship with the rest of the
natural world, placing characters in situations
where humans have to look beyond their own
needs and interests. A quirky eco-businessman
sees broader applications for a high school
science fair project. A bad date in Hawaii takes
an unexpected turn when the couple stumbles
upon some confused sea turtle hatchlings. A
genetically-enhanced supersoldier struggles to
find new purpose in a peaceful Tokyo. A
community service punishment in Singapore
leads to unexpected friendships across age and
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species. A boy and a mammoth trek across Asia
in search of kin. A Tamil child learns the
language of the stars. Set primarily in the AsiaPacific, these stories engage with the serious
issues of justice, inclusion, and sustainability
that affect the region, while offering optimistic
visions of tomorrow's urban spaces.
Magic City - Trick Daddy 2010-11-16
“A thug is someone who stands on his own. He
lives by the decisions he makes and accepts the
consequences. A thug is comfortable in his own
skin. I wear mine like a glove.” Trick Daddy was
born a thug—just a stone’s throw from
downtown Miami, yet a world away from its
dazzling beauty and sparkling wealth. Where
grinding poverty, deadly crime, and devastating
racial tension taught kids to live by the ’hood
rules. Remarkably, Trick came from nothing and
made it big just when his chances had run out.
Magic City is the extraordinary tale of a boy
whose father was a pimp, who learned to hustle
to survive, and whose only role model was his
brother, the drug dealer he watched plying his
trade on the block. It’s the untold truth behind
the cult movie Scarface, of the drug money that
transformed the city into a shining mecca for the
rich and famous while turf wars between
smalltime pushers claimed countless lives. It’s
also the incredible story of how that potent
mixture of extremes—the electric pulse and
glittering abundance of South Beach and the
crime, corruption, and despair in its
shadows—gave rise to the most dominant sound
in hip-hop today. Magic City is an ode to Miami,
a riveting tale of a paradise lost and a native son
determined to infuse it with new life.
Crooked - Cathryn Jakobson Ramin 2017-05-09
The acclaimed author of Carved in Sand—a
veteran investigative journalist who endured
persistent back pain for decades—delivers the
definitive book on the subject: an essential
examination of all facets of the back pain
industry, exploring what works, what doesn't,
what may cause harm, and how to get on the
road to recovery. In her effort to manage her
chronic back pain, investigative reporter
Cathryn Jakobson Ramin spent years and a small
fortune on a panoply of treatments. But her
discomfort only intensified, leaving her feeling
frustrated and perplexed. As she searched for
better solutions, she exposed a much bigger

problem. Costing roughly $100 billion a year,
spine medicine—often ineffective and sometimes
harmful —exemplified the worst aspects of the
U.S. health care system. The result of six years
of intensive investigation, Crooked offers a
startling look at the poorly identified risks of
spine medicine, and provides practical advice
and solutions. Ramin interviewed scores of spine
surgeons, pain management doctors, physical
medicine and rehabilitation physicians, exercise
physiologists, physical therapists, chiropractors,
specialized bodywork practitioners. She met
with many patients whose pain and desperation
led them to make life-altering decisions, and
with others who triumphed over their
limitations. The result is a brilliant and
comprehensive book that is not only important
but essential to millions of back pain sufferers,
and all types of health care professionals. Ramin
shatters assumptions about surgery, chiropractic
methods, physical therapy, spinal injections and
painkillers, and addresses evidence-based
rehabilitation options—showing, in detail, how to
avoid therapeutic dead ends, while saving
money, time, and considerable anguish. With
Crooked, she reveals what it takes to outwit the
back pain industry and get on the road to
recovery.
Gimme Something Better - Jack Boulware
2009-09-29
An oral history of the modern punk-revival?s
West Coast Birthplace Outside of New York and
London, California?s Bay Area claims the oldest
continuous punk-rock scene in the world. Gimme
Something Better brings this outrageous and
influential punk scene to life, from the notorious
final performance of the Sex Pistols, to Jello
Biafra?s bid for mayor, the rise of Maximum
RocknRoll magazine, and the East Bay pop-punk
sound that sold millions around the globe.
Throngs of punks, including members of the
Dead Kennedys, Avengers, Flipper, MDC, Green
Day, Rancid, NOFX, and AFI, tell their own
stories in this definitive account, from the
innovative art-damage of San Francisco?s Fab
Mab in North Beach, to the still vibrant all-ages
DIY ethos of Berkeley?s Gilman Street. Compiled
by longtime Bay Area journalists Jack Boulware
and Silke Tudor, Gimme Something Better
chronicles more than two decades of punk
music, progressive politics, social consciousness,
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and divine decadence, told by the people who
made it happen.
Serious Eater - Ed Levine 2019-06-11
"A hilarious and moving story of unconventional
entrepreneurialism, passion, and guts." --Danny
Meyer, CEO of Union Square Hospitality Group;
Founder of Shake Shack; Author of Setting the
Table Original recipes by J. Kenji López-Alt of
The Food Lab and Stella Parks of BraveTart
James Beard Award-winning founder of Serious
Eats Ed Levine finally tells the mouthwatering
and heartstopping story of building--and almost
losing--one of the most acclaimed and beloved
food sites in the world. In 2005, Ed Levine was a
freelance food writer with an unlikely dream: to
control his own fate and create a different kind
of food publication. He wanted to unearth the
world's best bagels, the best burgers, the best
hot dogs--the best of everything edible. To build
something for people like him who took
everything edible seriously, from the tasting
menu at Per Se and omakase feasts at Nobu
down to mass-market candy, fast food burgers,
and instant ramen. Against all sane advice, he
created a blog for $100 and called it...Serious
Eats. The site quickly became a home for
obsessives who didn't take themselves too
seriously. Intrepid staffers feasted on every
dumpling in Chinatown and sampled every item
on In-N-Out's secret menu. Talented recipe

developers like The Food Lab's J. Kenji López-Alt
and Stella Parks, aka BraveTart, attracted cult
followings. Even as Serious Eats became betterknown--even beloved and respected--every day
felt like it could be its last. Ed secured
handshake deals from investors and would-be
acquirers over lunch only to have them renege
after dessert. He put his marriage, career, and
relationships with friends and family at risk
through his stubborn refusal to let his dream
die. He prayed that the ride would never end.
But if it did, that he would make it out alive. This
is the moving story of making a glorious, weird,
and wonderful dream come true. It's the story of
one food obsessive who followed a passion to
terrifying, thrilling, and mouthwatering places-and all the serious eats along the way. Praise for
Serious Eater "Read[s] more like a carefully
crafted novel than a real person's life." --from
the foreword by J. Kenji López-Alt "Wild, wacky,
and entertaining...The book makes you hungry
for Ed to succeed...and for lunch." --Christina
Tosi, founder of Milk Bar "Serious Eater is
seriously good!...you'll be so glad [Ed] invited
you to a seat at his table." --Ree Drummond,
author of The Pioneer Woman Cooks "After
decades of spreading the good food gospel we
get a glimpse of the missionary behind the
mission." --Dan Barber, chef, Blue Hill and Blue
Hill at Stone Barns
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